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with an interlude in the year 10573 which is occupied by coins having similar legends in and about diamond-shaped areas. These areas become circular in the thirty- first year. A few copper coins of Shah Jahan are known.
Coins Nos. 1449 and 1450 are examples of the square tutenag pieces mentioned by Dr. Taylor on p. 10 of his monograph,
Murad Bakhsh, son of Shah Jahan, was governor of Gujarat when lie put forward his claim to the succession^ and struck silver coins at Surat of two types. The first is a very rare couplet type unrepresented here, and the second is a s square areas ' type, with the ilak'L year and month in the top margin of the obverse side. A copper coin struck by Murad Bakhsh at Surat was published in N. S. I, § 6,
The earliest coins of Aurangzeb, in both gold and silver, contain the usual rupee couplet, and the mint with an epithet (a^U* ^jja , is at the top of the reverse side. The origin of this title, Bandar wwbarak, ' the Blessed Port ', is doubtless to be found in the fact that Surat was the chief port of embarcation for Indian Muslims on pilgrimage to Mecca. These coins are succeeded by issues of the usual couplet types on which Surat is unaccompanied by any title, which proceed with minor variations to the end of the reign. Both types of Aurangzeb's copper currency are represented here.
Surat rupees are known of the claimant A'zam Shah, but are extremely rare. There is one in the Museum,
From Shah 'Alam I to Muhammad 'Shah, the issues of Surat are known of the normal types in all three metals. Dr. G, P. Taylor has a copper coin of Shah Jahan II, dated a.h. 1131, 1 E., which is the first piece in copper definitely known to belong to this emperor, though there can be little doubt that a fulus of Akbarabad mint, published by Mr. C. J. Eodgers in 'Rare Mughal Coins', J.A.S.£ay 1896, and attributed by him to Shah Jahan, is a coin of Shah Jahan II. The inscriptions on the Surat fu lus are :
Obverse	Reverse
- - - - ri
I have already remarked on the couplet type of Muhammad Shah, known of the first regnal year in gold and silver, in my Note on A'zamnagar Gokulgarh, This type was tentatively assigned to Nekosiyar, the unfortunate grandson of Aurangzeb, who after long imprisonment was suddenly raised to the imperial throne, and after

